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Abstract
Through a great number of fieldwork, this article did a detailed investigation and analysis on the current situation
of women’s daily ethnic costumes from the China’s Shui nationality in Shui autonomous county of Sandu in
Guizhou Province. Differed from the former researches on the classification of women’s dress from Shui
nationality, this article divided the existing women daily dress into three types according to the current situation.
Influenced by the geography and surrounding culture, costume of Shui Minority has formed regional
characteristics. According to the different location, this article divides the women's ethnic costumes, which are
still used as daily wear, into three types: the Central style，the Eastern style and the Southern style. By
comparative analysis among the 3 different dressing ways, the paper deeply analyzed the distinguishes of
different types of women’s daily ethnic costumes from Shui nationality, and discussed the reasons why
differences exist.
Keywords: Shui Nationality, women, modernization, ethnic costumes
Shui Nationality is one of the 55 ethnic minorities in China, with more than half of the population living in the
Sandu Shui Autonomous County in the southeastern part of Qiannan Buyi and Miao autonomous prefecture,
Guizhou Province. Because of the small populations and the location is in remote area, there have been few
studies on traditional clothing. Among the few research results on clothing and apparel, the research results of
Maweixiu (An unique embroidery of Shui Nationality that use horsetail to be the core of the embroidery threads)
are the majority, and there are few researches on clothing and apparel, only some short journals. Most of the
research about clothing and apparel are a short part of the local history, or a small part of the study of minority
costumes. These studies mainly focus on the simple description of clothing in different regions, and there is no
specific research on their daily clothing.
Sandu is the place where Shui Minority had been living for all generations, together with Han, Miao, Dong and
Buyi ethnics. With crash and fusion among different ethnic cultures, Shui’s costumes had asorbed advantages
and formed its own characteristics. Escaping from the huge trend of foreign fashion spreading all China, Sandu
had remained its tradition, according to which women wear their minority costumes to go to crops market,
shopping and work in the fields. Absolutely, the traditional costume routine has great value to inspire people’s
creativity, regional communitted union and extend excellent ethic cultures.
1. Styles of Sandu Women’s Daily Costume
Due to geographical discrepancies and mixed residence, there are regional differences among Sandu women’s
costumes. We must admit that some districts did not wear ethnic costumes as daily dresses. So according to
different areas, this paper divided Shui minority’s costumes as 3 types as follows:
Central style: This style is mainly the costumes of the central part of Sandu County, such as Sandong, Zhonghe,
Shuilong, Tangzhou, Tingpai, Hengfeng, Zhouyi, Hejiang, Dahe, Sanhe.
Eastern style: This style is mainly the clothing of the eastern part of Sandu County, such as the clothing of the
town, such as Lalan, Dayu, Dujiang, Bajie, Wubu, and Yangfu.
Southern style: mainly clothing in the southern part of Sandu County, such as clothing in towns such as Jiuqian
and Yanggong.
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2. Analysiis and Compaarison of Shui Women's Daiily Clothing C
Categories
The main categories of daily clothingg for Shui Natiionality womeen are headscaarves, coats, paants, aprons, sh
hoes,
bags, and ssilver ornamennts. From the ccategory, theree are no essentiial differencess, it is the combbination of the
e tops
and pants, but there are some
s
differencces in the detaiils of differentt types of clothhing, thus form
ming different styles
s
of clothingg. In the follow
wing, accordinng to different ttypes of clothiing, this paper has analyzed the similarities and
differencess of different styles
s
of clothing
2.1 Headsccarf
The womeen of Shui treaat headscarves as their main headwear in thheir daily livess. The three tyypes of headsca
arves
are differeent in the styyle and the w
way of tie the headscarf (seee Table 1). IIn the conditiion of the mo
odern
transportattion is increasingly developeed, and comm
munication is becoming moree and more convenient, there has
been a serrious phenomeenon of assimiilation in diffeerent categoriees of clothes-- the coats, troousers and shoes of
central-styyle have affectted women's cllothing in otheer regions. So only the regioonal features oof the headscarrf are
visible. Thherefore, the differences
d
in hheadscarves arre the most obbvious feature distinguishingg women's clothing
among diffferent types.
The way oof tying the Ceentral style heaadscarf is twirlling. The headdscarf is about 180cm long annd 35cm wide
e, and
the edges are loose andd have no tasssels. The colorr is mainly whhite, black annd dark navy. The white collor is
mostly adaapted by young women, andd black is used by elder wom
men. The way oof tie the headdscarf is as folllows:
before tyinng the headscaarf, coil up thee hair on the ttop of the heaad, and insert a long comb oon the right side to
fasten the hairshape andd also serve as a decoration. Some people uuse a hairnet tto fasten the haair, and then tiie the
headscarf. As the steps in
i Table 1, thee first step is too cover the lonng towel at 1/33 and make onne side long; in the
second steep, the two sidees of the long scarf the two ssides of the lonng scarf shouldd be folded aroound a whole and
a a
half of heaad. The short side
s is left behiind the head, aand the long ennd is wound haalfway from thhe back to the front
and placedd in the foreheead part; in thee third step, thhe short side iss rotated from
m below and tuurned upside down,
d
and placedd in the circle around
a
the heaad.
The way oof tie the Easttern-style headdscarf is mainnly wrapped. T
The headscarff is about 100ccm long and about
a
35cm widee. There are 3 gray stripes of width about 1cm, leaving ffringe about 5cm at the edgee, and tassels about
a
5cm long, at the edge off two sides. Thhe color is maainly white, buut also gray, cyyan, and darkeer for older women.
The way oof tying the heaadscarf is as foollows: beforee tying the headdscarf, hair upp and insert a ccomb at the back of
the head. The first stepp is to fold thee long scarf inn half, and thhe width can bbe wide; In thhe second step
p, the
headscarf is divided intoo three sections, and the two sides are foldded together inn the middle; Inn the third step
p, the
pin is passsed through thee inside five laayers, leaving tthe outermost llayer, then putt the headscarff on the head.
The headsscarf of Southeern style is aboout 80cm longg and about 400cm wide. Theere are long taassels on the edges.
The texturre is like the towel, but it is different ffrom other typpes. The color is black, annd the color iss not
distinguishhed with age and marriage. The way of tie the headsccarf is as folloows: before tyying the headsscarf,
coiling up the hair on the top of the heead. The first sstep is to fold tthe headscarf iin half; the seccond step, align the
center of tthe long headsscarf with the forehead, andd the two sides are folded innside a little, so that we can
n see
from the fr
front of the heaad is like a fann-shaped, and tthen it is placeed on the top oof the head andd fixed with a clip;
In the thirdd step, the tasssels of inner layyer is pulled oout from the topp to make it haang down from
m both sides.
Table 1. Thhe types of heaadscarves
Styles

Central style

Easstern style

S
Southern style

About 180cm
White, bblack
The edges are lloose and no
tasseels.

Aboout 100cm
White
There are gray stripes andd
tasselss at the edge.

About 80cm
Black
The textture is like the to
owel,
long ttassels at the edg
ge.

Images

Ways off Tying
Lenngth
Collor
Featture
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2.2 Coat
The differrent types of traditional coats are basicaally similar, bbut there are sstill some diffferences in length,
decorativee patterns and other
o
details.
2.2.1 The C
Commonality of the Three T
Types of Coats
All the coaats have no collars and the closure is on thhe right side. Iff the decorationn on the surfacce are removed
d, the
pattern of these coats is traditional Chhinese flat stylee-- the pieces aare separated iinto left and right piece, not front
and back ppiece, and therre is no dart onn all pieces. L
Limited by the width of the ttraditional locaal cotton fabric
c, the
pattern of the sleeves pieece is divided into two part like the traditiional Chinese sleeves patternn. While the co
oat is
made of m
modern woven fabrics, the sleeve and bodyy piece are toggether (Figure 1). The sleevees are basically
y 8 to
9 points leength, and the coats
c
are connnected by Pankkou (the Chinesse knot button)).

Figure 1. Coat’s patteern
2.2.2 The D
Difference Bettween the Threee Types of Cooats
1.

Bodicce differences

Central styyle: The central style coats are divided innto two types, A and B as shown in Tablee 2. The differrence
between thhem is the tapiing. All the eddges of the A ccoat have tapinngs, and the B coat only hass taping around the
collar. Thee length of thee central style coat is almostt above the knnee, but the oldd women’s coaat is longer, mostly
m
under the kknee.
Eastern styyle: The easterrn style is basiccally the samee with the centrral style B coaat, there is no taaping or decorration
on the botttom of the boodice, only tapping around thhe collar. The decoration off the bodice iss more simple than
central styyle coat. The leength of the boodice is basicallly under the ccentral thigh, aand the length of the old wom
men's
coats are m
mostly above thhe knee.
Southern sstyle: The soutthern style hass no taping annd decoration, the simplest ccompared to thhe other two sttyles.
The lengthh is similar to the
t central stylle, basically abbove the knee.
2.

Closuure Differences

Central styyle: the edge line of the cloosure is relativvely curve, especially in thee position of tthe chest, which is
related to w
women's goodd at Maweixiu. In order to apppropriate the tthick fabrics of Maweixiu piieces, the patte
ern of
the closuree needs a smoooth arc angle.
The closurre of eastern-sstyle and southhern-style are rrelatively straiight. There aree only a few ddifferences, such as
the closuree of eastern-styyle is end undder the chest, w
while the closuure of southernn-style is end uunder the armp
pit as
shown in T
Table 2.
3.

Pankkou fastener diffferences

Central styyle: the Pankouu fastener’s shhape is very sim
mple, and the color is comm
monly black. One Pankou fastener
is horizonttally put on thee center of the neck, two verrtically put on tthe right chestt, and three on the right vent.
Eastern styyle: the Pankoou fastener is bbutterfly-shaped as shown iin Figure 2, annd the color iss commonly black.
b
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One Pankoou fastener is horizontally pput on the centter of the neckk, one vertically put on the riight chest, and
d two
on the righht vent.
Southern sstyle: the Pankkou fastener’ss shape is veryy simple too, and the colorr is the same aas the color of
o the
bodice. Onne Pankou fastener is horizoontally put on the center of the neck, two vertically put on the right chest,
c
and two onn the right vennt.

Figuree 2. Eastern styyle’s Pankou ffastener patternn
4.

Sleevve differences

Central styyle: The sleevves are relativeely loose and aattention to deecoration. The cuffs are decoorated with taping,
piping andd lace, and the taping is widee and the widthh is generally oover 6cm.
Eastern styyle: The sleevees are narrow. And the cuffs are decorated with taping, ppiping and lacee too, but the ta
aping
is narrow tthan Central sttyle, the widthh is generally abbout 5cm.
Southern sstyle: the sleevves are narrow and there is noo decoration.
5.

Decooration differennces

The centraal style: the deecorations are divided into tthree parts--thee taping on thee edge, the pipping in middle
e and
lace on thee inside (Figure 3). The widdth of the tapinng is generallyy about 7cm, and dependingg on complexiity of
the decoraation, there is also
a wider form
ms. The tapingg divides into two kinds—ddecorated or noot. The decora
ations
mainly usee Maweixiu, thhe lace’s embrroidery follow
w the taping’s. While the tapping is decorated with Mawe
eixiu,
the lace is Maweixiu tooo. If the tapingg is not decoraated, the lace iis produced byy machine. Theere are many kinds
k
of machine lace, no patttern and color forming, whicch can be easilly purchased ffrom the markeet of village. There
T
is also a piiping between the taping andd the lace. Thee original one hhas been a blacck fine piping with a width about
a
0.3cm. Noow the styles of
o the garmentss have changedd a lot, so som
me of the fine llace instead thhe piping. The cuffs
are decoraated in the sam
me way as the bodice decooration, and thhe taping withh Maweixiu iss matched with
h the
Maweixiu lace; the undecoration tapinng collocate thhe same lace oon the bodice.. In addition too the decoratio
on of
the taping,, fine piping annd lace, the cooat which the ttaping is decorrated is also deecorated with a little piece on the
vent of eacch side.

Figurre 4. Green lacce decoration oof central style old
w
women's coat

Figure 3. Deecoration of thhe edge

Accordingg to the most famous craftssman of Maweeixiu—Mrs. S
Song Shuixiann said, the wom
men in the ce
entral
region useed to wear the coats,
c
which aare decorated bby green silk laaces (Figure 4)). This traditional decoration
n way
is now onlly reserved byy a few elderlyy women. Thee kind of coatss are decoratedd by one widee lace on the ta
aping
and one naarrow lace insiide, and are maatched with bluue or cyan fabrics.
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Eastern styyle: The decorration is dividded into three pparts, the tapinng on the edgee of the garmeent, the fine piping
and the lacce. The tapingg is narrower tthan the centraal style, the w
width about 6cm
m and the color is mainly black,
b
without anny decoration. The lace is nnarrower than the central styyle lace too, thhe width is abbout 2cm. The lace
pattern is m
more unity, annd the two sidees are light andd the middle iss dark, which llooks like two light-colored laces
at a distannce. There aree some differeences betweenn the sleeves aand the bodicee in decoratioon. The lace of
o the
sleeves is ccompletely diffferent from thhe lace on the bbodice, while tthe width is naarrower, about 1cm.
Southern sstyle: There is no taping or ddecoration on thhe coat, the styyle is very sim
mple.
6.

Diffeerences in fabriics

The coats of young wom
men in central rregion is madee of polyester fabrics, and thhe coat of elderrly women is made
m
of hand-crraft cotton fabrrics or machinee-woven cotton fabrics. The coats of the eaastern style aree basically made of
polyester ffabrics, as do the elderly w
women. Althouugh the womeen in Northernn region are ggood at dyeing
g, but
“Jiuqian” bblack fabric (aa famous handd-made local bllack fabric) is very precious, so the coat of the northern style
is also madde of polyesterr fabrics.
7.

Diffeerences in coloor

The colorss of elderly woomen’s coats iin central regiion are black, cyan and bluee. And colors of young wom
men’s
coats are ccyan, blue andd green. The coolors of easterrn-style women's coats are m
mainly blue annd green, and some
young wom
men wear lighhter blue and aqua green. The southern-styyle old women''s coats are moostly black, and the
young andd middle-aged women's coatss are mainly cyyan, blue and ggreen.
Table 2. Thhe kinds of coats
Name

Central style

E
Eastern style

Southern style

Flat
sketch
A

B

Images

milation and ranndom wear of tthe coats has bbecome more sserious in receent years. For eexample, due to
t the
The assim
conveniennce of transporrtation, frequeent exchanges, the love of beauty, and tthe aesthetic aappreciation of the
women, thhe gorgeous central-style women's coat iss favored by oother regions’ women. Suchh as in the Jiu
uqian
village, thee women oftenn wear central-style coat, so it is difficult tto distinguish their location with the coat, only
can be recoognized by theeir headscarf. A
At the same tim
me, in the pastt several years,, the clothing oof Shui has bec
come
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more and m
more colorful,, and some pinnk, bright red aand lemon-yelllow colors haave become poopular among them.
t
Due to thee gradual declinne of the natioonal cultural coonnotation, it iss no longer tabbooed.
2.3 Pants
The womeen’s costume bottom
b
of Shui is mainly pantts.
The centraal and southerrn styles’ pantss have no lacee decoretion annd are more ffat. The fabricss and colors of
o the
pants are nnot matched with
w the coats, tthe colors of thhe pants is darrker than coatss. The older women still hav
ve the
habit of w
wearing traditioonal straight ppants, but the young womenn rarely wear traditional paants, and jeanss and
slacks are young womenn’s categories.
Eastern-styyle pants diffeer from the othher two, and thhe trousers are decorated by llace at the calff position as sh
hown
in Table 2. Like other tyypes, young woomen rarely w
wear traditional trousers, andd only older woomen still hav
ve the
habit of weearing traditionnal straight paants.
2.4 Apron
mpler. We cann hardly see wo
omen
Due to daiily routine neeeds, Shui’s ethnnic costumes aare becoming ssimpler and sim
wearing aapron during usual
u
days. B
But in districtts where aproons are still w
widely worn, there are regional
discrepanccies.
Central styyle: In the past, unmarried women wore long apron w
with embroiderred breast pieces, while ma
arried
women woore rectangulaar short apronss. But now thiss kind of custoom is not taken seriously, soo the apron is not a
necessary item for daily clothing, and the married woomen also weaar long aprons.
Accordingg to the lengthh and the decooration, the approns of centraal style is basiically divided into the following
three types: Undecorateed short aprons, simple longg aprons, and lace long aproons (Figure 5)). The undecorated
short aproons are worn by
b middle-ageed and elderly women. It is only a black rectangle flannnel or hand-m
made
fabric, andd tied with a geeometric crosss-stitch embroiidery belt withh the base fabriic is black andd the thread is green.
g
The simplee long aprons are a kind of aaprons with ann embroideredd piece on the bbreast positionn. In addition to the
embroiderred pieces, therre is only one llace decorationn under the breeast. The lace long aprons arre the lace wra
apped
around thee edge under the
t embroidereed breast pieces. The two tyypes of long aaprons are maiinly black, and are
usually maade of flannel or hand-made fabrics. It is w
worn with a sillver chain on thhe neck and a white thick be
elt on
the waist.
Eastern styyle: only one kind of no deecoration, shoort and black aaprons, only uuse a colored lace belt to tie the
aprons (Figure 5).
Southern sstyle: Women in
i this area bassically do not nneed an apron in daily life.

Figure 5. T
The kinds of A
Aprons
2.5 Shoes
Although w
women who wear
w traditionaal embroideredd shoes are alsoo seen, most yooung women sstill choose to wear
modern shhoes, while oldder women weaar green Chinaa's Jiefang shoees (a kind of ruubber-soled shhoes). In addition to
the traditioonal Maweixiuu shoes, moderrn women likee to wear embrroidered roundd-toed shoes annd new design high
heels withh Maweixiu (leeft in Figure 66). As an innoovative producct of traditionaal costumes, tthe high heels with
Maweixiu is very populaar in young woomen.
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Figure 6. Feaatured shoes annd bags
2.6 Packagge
Shui wom
men's special crrossbody bagss (Figure 6) are widely wornn in all areas oof Sandu. Thiss bag is sewn from
one piece of yarn-dyed cotton
c
fabric. The two sidess of bottom aree decorated wiith tassels, or the fabrics on both
sides are eextended to make
m
two rectaangular decoraations. This bag is rich in ccolor but veryy unity in stylle. In
addition too this bag, thee innovative M
Maweixiu bagg (Figure 6) iss also loved bby young wom
men now. Like the
innovativee high heels meentioned abovee, it is a new uunderstanding oof national cosstumes’ fashionn.
2.7 Silver Ornaments
There are fewer silver ornaments
o
used in daily lifee, mainly silveer combs, silveer neck ring, ssilver braceletss and
silver aproon chains. The pattern is simpple, and is mattching with thee women's daily wear. But thhe silver ornam
ments
which are used on impoortant occasionns, are more eelaborate and ggorgeous, but it is not used for daily life, so it
will not bee discussed deeeply in this artticle.
3. The Reasons That Afffect Women's Forming Differences
mes of their brranches are offten similar inn styles, but thhey show their own
Within thee ethnic minorrity, the costum
characterisstics in terms of
o length, headdwear, apron, and decoratioon, so that theyy can distinguiish each other. The
differencess are somewhhat influenced by internal faactors, and som
me are influennced by other nationalities living
together.
3.1 Internaal Factors

The internnal factors affe
fecting womenn's wear are duue to geographical differennces, and histoorical changes.
First of all, the factors influencing
i
the difference inn their costum
mes are the diff
fferent regions in which diffferent
types of cclothing are loocated. In the past, under tthe condition of the arduouus landform annd underdevelloped
transportattion, there was less communnication betweeen different rregions, so woomen in differeent regions formed
their own ccharacteristicss.
Second, thhe historical chhanges have haad some impaact. In the Shu iareas, the poolicy of makingg Miao as a fo
ormal
branch of Chinese natioon, cutting theeir hair as Mann Minority froom Qing Dynaasty, Changingg their clothess into
Han costuumes, and livinng as the samee ways as Hann Nation. (Pann, 1981) was iimplemented dduring the Ton
ngzhi
Period off late Qing Dynasty,
D
changged the wom
men's clothes, the form off the Han Naationality wom
men's
costume—
—coat + pant replaced
r
the ooriginal costum
me—coat + sskirt. On this basis, the proototype of mo
odern
costume oof Shui Nationnality has beeen formed. A
Afterwards, thee women of JJiuqian and L
Libo changed their
costumes bbased on this situation. It iss said that during the Xianfeeng Period of late Qing Dynnasty, the hero
o Pan
Xinjian waas very sympaathetic to peopple who could not fill their sstomachs and could not affoord to buy lace
e and
silk threadd. He thought that
t
he had to change the dyynasty from thhe clothes at first. He and W
Wu Bangji and other
revolutionnaries discussedd and decided to change woomen's wear annd replace the previous decoorative combination
of long annd short coats with a black gown. The w
women hair upp changed the inverse form from left to right,
r
replacing tthe black and white
w
headscarrf with a blackk headscarf. Hiis proposal recceived the respponse of wome
en. In
just over oone month, thee women in Jiuuqiao and Libbo County werre replaced witth new wear. A
At that time, itt was
agreed thaat the original wear
w would bee restored as sooon as the upriising was wonn, but the uprissing failed. In order
o
to miss theeir leaders, thee women abidee by the promisses until now ((He, 1992).
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3.2 External Factors
The people of Shui live on the same area as the surrounding Han, Miao, Dong, and Buyi, they interact with each
other, thus forming the different types of clothing. For example, women’s wear in eastern area were affected by
the wear of the neighboring people of Dong, forming a similar way of tie the headscarf, thus forming the eastern
style.
4. Conclusion
In summary, although women's wear of Shui is roughly similar in category and styles, there are still differences
in details, let them can be recognized by each other. The formation of these differences has influence within one
nation to another. With the continuous development of time, because of the influence of more factors, the
costume of Shui will continue develop and change. At present, some innovative national costumes have begun to
replace the past costumes. Moreover, national costumes are gradually being replaced by modern apparels.
Actually, the types of women's costume are not only three types, but have been replaced by modern apparels and
disappeared in their daily lives. And a large number of young women no longer tie headscarves and no longer
wear traditional pants and shoes. Therefore, by investigating and observing the current situation of Shui’s ethnic
costumes, it not only records the traditional costumes that are gradually disappearing, but also provides reference
for the continuation of traditional costumes.
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